Proposal to engage 10,000 SMEs to
REDUCE IRELAND’S ANNUAL GHG EMISSIONS
BY 1 MILLION TONNES/ANNUM CO2 EQ BY 2030
through a tried, tested and ready to roll programme
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Introduction

Why SMEs

The programme is designed to reduce Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) emissions by some 3.2 million tonnes
of CO2eq over the period to 2030 and to generate
annual average savings in GHG emissions of 1
million tonnes of CO2eq by 2030.
In addition the programme forecasts cost savings
to SMEs valued at €600 million.

•	SMEs constitute 99.8% of Irish businesses and
employ 69% of the workforce
• There are some 238,000 SMEs in Ireland
•	The sector is diverse, with some 18,000 having 10
to 250 employees
•	Most have little to no sustainability expertise on
their teams
•	Most are not engaged in sustainability, climate
action and are unaware of the commercial benefits
of addressing these issues

The amount of government funding required to
support the programme is estimated at some
€85million over the period.

It is vital that the SME sector is fully engaged with
the country’s action on climate, biodiversity and
sustainability.

Ireland’s challenge

From our long experience with the sector, SMEs
struggle to know where to even start when it
comes to the circular economy, sustainability or the
environment generally.

This document presents a proposal to engage
10,000 SMEs in a major programme of action
to address our climate change, biodiversity and
sustainability challenges.

Ireland faces some key challenges in the coming
years, including:
•	Delivering on our climate action and sustainability
commitments, achieving 7% annual / 50% total
reduction in GHG emissions by 2030 and Carbon
Neutrality by 2050
• Building back better post-Covid
•	Supporting sustainable jobs and resilient
businesses
•	Improving the competitiveness of the business
sector
•	Developing a Circular Economy
	As noted in the new Climate Action Bill, all sectors
of the economy and wider society will have to play
their part.
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Small and Medium Sized Enterprises play a key role in
our economy and society:

Note that while the focus of this proposal is on
SMEs, the approach and methodology can be readily
applied to public sector organisations, who also have
an obligation to act on these issues.

Meeting the challenge

In order to meet this challenge, in the period 2021
to 2030 CARE proposes to engage with 10,000
SMEs. While the focus will be on the larger SMEs the
programme will be open to all.

All of the above would contribute directly to the

By doing this we plan to:
•	Deliver a range of environmental benefits including:
-G
 reenhouse Gas (GHG) savings of 3.2 million
tonnes of CO2eq over the period, based on
savings of 100 tonnes/annum CO2eq per SME
- In so doing, generate a reduction of 1 million
tonnes/annum of CO2eq by 2030
- Support SMEs in improved water and waste
management, and help build a more circular
economy
- Educate and empower 300,000 SME employees
to take further environmental action in work and
the wider community

some €122 million over 10 years, with government

•	Generate significant financial benefits to SMEs and
the state, including
- Costs savings to SMEs valued at €600 million,
including efficiency gains of €320 million (based
on €10k annual savings per SME) and carbon tax
savings of €280 million.
- Potentially help the state avoid a significant
amount of carbon fines

Programme for Government, Ireland’s Climate
Action Plan and the Sustainable Development
Goals. The programme would require funding of
support of €85million.
The proposal has been developed by CARE (Climate
Action through Resource Efficiency), a partnership
of three organisations, namely:
•	The Clean Technology Centre (CTC) at Cork
Institute of Technology
• Change by Degrees
• EcoMerit
The approach is based on a model that has been
tried and tested with over one hundred SMEs over a
period of at least 10 years.
The approach may well have export potential to a
wider European market.

• Deliver additional benefits including
- Improve the competitiveness, resilience and
sustainability of SMEs
- Secure and develop jobs in the Green Economy
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How CARE will deliver this

CARE has a uniquely experienced team that has, for many years now, been
delivering effective resource efficiency and sustainability support to SMEs
across all business sectors in Ireland.
Through a tried and tested methodology, that is ready to be scaled up,
this work has contributed to effective and measurable SME climate actions.
Working collaboratively with national and local stakeholders we believe this
approach, which can be deployed immediately, has the potential to achieve
and sustain significant results in a short period of time.
The methodology is illustrated in the diagram below.

Outreach to engage SME sector
Chambers, ISME, SEAI etc.

SME commitment:
policy and strategy

SME ‘Green Health Check’ identify
measures: behaviour, systems, kit. -->
Certification

The Methodology
Outreach, Commit, Certify, Support, Invest, Empower,
Measure, Engage year-on-year

Measure, monitor, report, review,
refine & repeat, year-on-year
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Empower the SMEs –
autonomous, resilient

Implement the agreed
action plan, employee
engagement with ongoing
support from CARE,
mentoring

Target investment, identify & secure
grants & financial support
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Business grants & supports, & better energy communities

Green Start & Green Plus

Green Enterprise fund & LAPN

Green Seafood Programme

CSR Stakeholder Forum

Go Green

Savour Food Programme

Origin Green

Other stakeholders CARE will work with

Outreach to engage the SME Sector
Outreach and engagement is crucial to the success
of the programme. Once SMEs are engaged, our
experience is that, with our tried and tested approach,
they embark quickly and confidently on their
sustainability journey.
We will develop a high profile national outreach
programme for SMEs, tailored for sectors and specific
locations. We will act as a one-stop shop to assist
SMEs in navigating their way in a complex landscape.
It is essential that every SME feels CARE can help
them, regardless how big or small their problem/
opportunity may be. In this regard, we will act as a
trusted and impartial ‘one-stop-shop’ for SMEs.
This approach engenders trust and security and
our outreach is designed to build a long standing
relationship with each organisation.
SMEs that embark on the CARE programme will
become members of a SEAI-registered Sustainable
Energy Community, noting that EcoMerit is currently
such a community.
Our outreach will encompass messages that address
all three sustainability pillars (social, environmental and
economic) so that every SME can find their way into
the programme.

We will provide sustained compliance, resource
efficiency, employee engagement, communications
and strategy advice and support to all SMEs and will
frame our service offering in such a way as to make
sustainability both understandable and actionable.
We will develop our partnerships and collaboration
with relevant bodies and networks to ensure
that awareness of the programme is amplified.
This includes networks that are already working
with SMEs, such as the Local Enterprise Offices,
Enterprise Ireland, ISME, IBEC and Chambers. We are
already engaged with these networks and have had
endorsement and expressions of support for this
initiative.
As part of the outreach efforts, we will hold
information sessions, workshops, run media
campaigns and identify ambassadors in each sector to
encourage enrolment.
We will constantly reiterate ‘what good looks like’
through real-world case studies and observational
short stories pushed out across dedicated platforms
with messages that apply to our researched audience
segments. CARE will sustain this engagement
throughout the programme and listen carefully to
feedback, refining and repurposing opportunities
to better connect with our intended audience. The
effectiveness of the outreach programme will be
greatly enhanced by government action, particularly
in the area of green procurement and the ramping
up of regulation and compliance requirements.
7
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SME commitment, policy and strategy
Working with each individual SME, we will support
them in developing their own tailored policies and
plans for sustainability. These plans will include
technical, systems and behavioural aspects and
will sit within a clear framework of performance
measurement and improvement.
Green Health Check, Certification and
Community of Action
Through a detailed site visit with each SME, we
will conduct a ‘sustainability health-check’ and
develop a tailored action plan including specific and
prioritised opportunities for resource efficiency
and sustainability measures, cost-savings, risk
management. This plan will include technical
interventions, systems development, staff training
and behaviour change.
On the basis of this action plan and policy
commitment, the SMEs will qualify for Certification
and membership of a Community of Action.
Benefits of this certification include:
•	Enhanced motivation: staff appreciate working with
a caring business
•	Marketing: increasingly suppliers are required to
demonstrate meaningful, credible environmental
credentials and this trend is likely to accelerate
The quality of the EcoMerit Certification is
monitored by an Oversight Board, consisting of
technical and academic experts and members
of the EcoMerit Community. For details, go to
ecomerit.ie/oversight-board/. The Certification
approach is being developed to include a recognition
of Carbon Neutrality.
As members of a Community of action and practice,
members will have opportunities to engage with,
learn from and support each other.
This Certification and Community features have
been developed by EcoMerit over a period of 10
years and will be extended to all SMEs engaging in
the CARE programme.
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Implementation with support
Under this tried and tested programme SMEs will:
•	Implement the agreed action plan, putting into
practice the agreed actions to generate sustained
improvements
•	Receive staff training for action in the workplace
and the wider community
•	Receive ongoing technical support and partnership
to sustain change over time
•	Engage with and support a wider Community of
Practice

Invest
With this approach, very real savings may be
delivered with low-cost measures.
However to maximise the savings and deliver
sustained significant improvements, there will be a
need for some investment by SMEs. Based on past
experience, we envisage that SMEs will need to
invest in the range of €10K to €100k per SME.
We will support the necessary SME investment
through:
•	Prioritising and targeting investment to give
the best returns; our experience is that such
investments can have a very good rate of return, in
excess of 20% per annum.
•	Supporting applications for government grants
(SEAI, Enterprise Ireland, LEO, EPA etc.) and other
climate action grants that may become available
•	Providing access to private funding opportunities
(e.g. energy efficiency as a service)
• Advising the SMEs on the applicability of other
Green Funds
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Empower the SMEs, autonomous,
resilient and towards a circular economy
Through this engagement we will empower the
SMEs and their staff to become more and more
autonomous and to take their own action on
sustainability.
The programme will engage some 300,000 staff,
who will be able to carry this engagement beyond
the work-place and into the wider community.
By engaging on this journey, SMEs will become more
resilient, in social, environmental and economic
terms and contribute to a circular economy.

CARE programme management
In line with best practice in programme
management, CARE will ensure it has in place
a robust system of assessment, planning,
monitoring, learning and evaluation, to ensure the
programme itself stays on track. This will include the
commissioning of regular external evaluations.

Measure, monitor, report, repeat and
improve, year-on-year
The certification approach requires and provides
for members to measure, monitor and report
on their performance, year-on-year. With CARE
support, they will regularly review, refine and repeat
the process. In addition to ongoing support, the
certification process involves detailed annual
surveillance and a requirement for improvements in
performance where practical.
Delivery of key sustainability impacts, such as
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, depends
on a process of continuous improvement, as
illustrated below in the chart on Emissions
Performance.
This continuous improvement is built on a 3-step
approach:
•	The application of tried and tested measures
delivering initial ‘quick-wins’ (low-hanging fruit)
•	Support for tailored investment to deliver further
improvements using ‘off-the-shelf’ measures
•	Ongoing support to assist with the introduction of
evolving technologies and measures
Our experience highlights the importance of
an ongoing engagement with SMEs to provide
encouragement and practical support in this process
of continuous improvement. This is needed to lockin the initial gains and to continue to make further
incremental gains. Without this engagement, SMEs
find it hard to maintain momentum, with other
priorities competing for attention. This engagement
requires adequate resourcing.
Certification may be withdrawn on several grounds
including a failure to provide adequate information
to comply with the requirements and/or a failure to
implement agreed measures. While not a regular
occurrence, certificates have been withdrawn from
members on such grounds.
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CARE Track Record
Emission performance CO2eq
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Ireland National Performance
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Overview
Our track record includes:
•	Verified performance data delivering sustained emissions reductions with SMEs of 9%/annum over many
years, amounting to an average per SME of 67t/ann CO2eq (see graph and further information in the Annex)
•	In depth knowledge of the SME sector having worked with over 1,000 SMEs across Ireland
• Trained or supported some 3,000 SME staff
• A track record of 30 years in the business
•	Delivered as trusted partners with EPA, SEAI, Regional Waste Authorities, Chambers, ISME, Departments of
Agriculture, Environment, and Local Authorities

Case study of SEAI funded projects
The following data are from an analysis of SEAI grant-aided projects facilitated by one of
the CARE partners, EcoMerit, in the period 2012-2019. The analysis is based on total of
132 separate
sub-projects for 51 SMEs in this period.
•	
Projects to the value of €4M have been supported, amounting to an investment of
some €79k per SME in energy efficiency measures
•	
Cost Savings delivered: Annual cost savings from these are investments are
€916,640, or €18k for each SME, giving a return on investment of 23%. This gives an
average payback performance (excluding the grant) of 4.4 years.
•
Carbon savings delivered: The total annual carbon savings amount to 3,360 tonnes/
year CO2eq. Average annual carbon savings per SME have been 66t/yr.
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Green Business
The Green Business programme was managed by
the Clean Technology Centre from 2011-2018 when
we visited 350 companies and identified €14 million
potential cost savings for businesses. This is an
average saving opportunity of €40,000 per annum per
company visited.
The Green Business programme was funded by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under
the National Waste Prevention Programme. Green
Business worked closely with organisations to
create a tailor-made action plans that guided them
through the process of making substantive resource
efficiency improvements and cost savings, through
waste prevention and reductions in water and energy
consumption.

EPA with AIB, RTE, IHF and IBEC at launch of the Green Business On-Line Tool in 2018

A key deliverable of the Green Business programme
which is still available for business to use is the “online
resource efficient tool” This tool offers practical
supports to businesses to help them reduce waste,
water energy, through simple “No Cost” “Low Cost”
changes. Over 1000 business have completed this tool
since 2018. https://greenbusiness.ie/sme-efficiencyand-cost-reduction-questionnaire/

Green Hospitality
TThe Green Hospitality Certification
Programme for the hospitality sector was
developed by the CTC with funds from the
National Waste Prevention Programme.
The programme offered advice and
assistance to hospitality business which
included on site resource efficiency
assessments on one side (the carrot) and
certification audits on the other side (the
stick). This effectively drove environmental management within the hospitality and catering sectors from 2008 to
2015.
The programme worked with 330 hospitality businesses, including 105 of hotels and a range of smaller
businesses which included restaurants, pubs and accommodation providers.
During the 8-year period of the programme environmental data was collected from GHP members on an annual
basis benchmarks where generated for the hotel sectors. The data that was compiled by the GHP demonstrated
resource efficiency improvements for the sectors which include significant improvements in the areas of waste
management, water management and energy management. Water Consumption Benchmarks for a sample of
GHP hotels show a 40% reduction in water consumed per annum when compared to a sample of GHP hotels
from 2004.

LEO Going Green Programme
CTC is currently working with Local Enterprise Offices
(LEOs) in Longford, Offaly, Westmeath and Laois
to motivate 32 micro businesses to commence a
sustainability programme. Businesses are provided with
a free environmental review and the opportunity to avail
of grant assistance of 80% (up to a maximum of €5,000)
to implement green recommendations arising from
their environmental review. Early indications are that the
model is proving attractive. When launched in 2020 it was
oversubscribed by a factor of 2.
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Resource Requirements
Overview
The key resource requirements are:
•	A marketing and outreach budget to cover
advertising, social media engagement and events
•	A team of expert ‘Carers’ to provide assessment
and support activities to the SMEs
• Programme management and support
•	Access to funding to support recommended
investments in resource efficiency and GHG
reductions
The estimates below are preliminary calculations,
based on our experience in providing these services
over the last 10 years. While we believe that they are
in the right ‘ball-park’ for initial planning, for more
detailed planning we would strongly recommend
further detailed calculations.

Outreach
Based on an average cost of €1,000 per SME
recruited and the need to ‘frontload’ the investment
in outreach, our initial estimate is that annual funding
of some €1million is required. As the programme
is ramped up over the 10 years, a similar sum will
be required, noting that the outreach funding is
projected to decline as a proportion of the total.
Carers: Engagement Assessment and
Support
Our experience shows that one full-time ‘Carer’
technical expert can cater for up to 50 new members
per year (engagement and certification) or can
provide support and surveillance services to 120
members per year.
We assume a steady ramping up over the 10
year period from a recruitment rate of 200 new
members in year 1 to 1,900 new members in year
10, allowing for a certain loss (10%) of members
from the programme, noting that even if SMEs leave
the programme, the efficiencies they achieve will
persist for some time. This rate of recruitment will be
needed to grow the number of members to 10,000
at the end.
On this basis we estimate the number of ‘Carers’
required growing from 4 in year 1 to 110 in year 10.
Reflecting the need for ongoing engagement, in
year 10, 70 of these (two-thirds) will be engaged in
supporting the ongoing engagement that we know is
needed to deliver results (see Annex for details).
Programme Management and Support
The delivery of the programme will require a
sound and effective system of management and
support. This will include administration, regulatory
compliance, internal training and development,
research and development, external evaluation and
related activities. This has been factored into the
estimates.
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CARE programme funding requirements
Our estimates put the total investment requirement
for year 1 at €2.0 million, rising to €22 million/ annum
in year 10, with a total funding requirement over the
period of €122 million.
The total funding required form government over
the 10-year period would be €84 million, with the
balance of €38 million coming from the SMEs
themselves.
This is based on an initial government grant of €5k
per SME to fund the initial assessment, support and
certification, followed by annual ongoing support
grant of €1k/annum per SME for a subsequent
4 years, amounting to €9k/SME over a 5 year
period. This would be complemented by an SME
engagement fee of €750/annum for the first 5
years, rising to €1,500/annum per SME for further
years, noting that incentives for SMEs to pay this fee
include the cost savings generated, the value of
the certification in accessing grants and government
funding, in marketing and their social licence to
operate.

Additional investment
In addition to this ‘CARE’ funding, investment will
be needed by many SMEs in resource efficiency
measures.
At a rate of €100k per SME, based on our experience
with SEAI grants over the last 10 years, this would
amount to some €1billion over the period.
It is assumed that each individual investment would
be made only if forecast to generate a good rate of
return, noting that the annual rate of return achieved
on similar investments by EcoMerit members has
been 23%.
This investment may be sourced from either private
or public sources, including SEAI funding and /or
private pension funds.
From our current work with LEOs and microbusinesses, we see that SMEs are incentivised with
a small amount of easy-access ‘pump-priming’
grant support and we would favour adopting a similar
model in this programme.
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Return on investment
Emissions reductions
Based on an average annual savings per SME of
100 tonnes CO2eq., this would deliver total GHG
reductions over the period of some 3.2 million
tonnes CO2eq., with an annual ongoing saving of
1 million tonnes CO2eq /annum at the end of year 10.
Note that once initial reductions are made by SMEs,
they can be ‘locked-in’ to the system, within a
supportive framework, which can also help reduce
the likelihood of back-sliding. While further ongoing
annual reductions can be generated due to new
approaches and technologies, it is assumed that the
annual reduction for a given SME tapers off after the
most effective measures are implemented.
In addition to reductions in the emissions of GHG,
there would also be substantial savings in water use
and waste generation.
Because of the other benefits of certification
(marketing, compliance and social licence to
operate) there will be a good incentive for SMEs
to remain in the programme after the initial 5-year
period of government support.

Cost savings of €600 million
Based on our experience over 10 years, we estimate
that savings per SME of €10k/annum are readily
achievable in the early years of engagement. Note
that these savings are generated by delivering
efficiencies in energy, waste and water, illustrating
that the benefits extend beyond GHG emissions.
Assuming an average annual saving over the period
of just €10k/SME, this gives overall savings of €320
million over the 10 year period across the 10,000
SMEs
The value of carbon tax saved by the SMEs would
amount to some €280 million over the period,
assuming a steady increase in carbon tax to €100/t
in 2030, as per current government policy.
Including these two amounts, the total financial
savings to the SMEs over the 10 year period would
thus be in the region of €600 million.
The saving to the state in carbon fines avoided may
be a similar amount to that of the carbon tax.
For a government funding investment of €84million
over the period, we believe this represents excellent
value for money.
In addition to the monetary value of these savings,
there is considerable additional value in developing
more resilient businesses and in contributing to a
circular and sustainable economy.
Finally, this model may well have export potential, and
could help generate further savings across the EU,
and be a valuable export from Ireland.

CARE capacity to deliver
We have excellent capacity to deliver through:
• A strong institutional base:
- CTC is based in Cork Institute of Technology and has been in operation for some 30 years
- EcoMerit is a Sustainable Energy Community, registered with the SEAI and in operation since 2009
- Change by Degrees is an award winning organisation with a high profile and impact, notably in
communication, outreach and engagement
• Human Resources:
- We have a team of 15 trained and experienced experts ready to deploy immediately
- We have the capacity to mobilise and support many more
•	Systems and Tools: Our systems and tools have been developed and honed over many years of application
with SMES
•	Management and Support: We have proven expertise and experience in management and support.
In short, we are ready to roll.
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What can government do to
deliver this?

To achieve Ireland’s emission reduction targets, the
SME sector must play its part. To do so it must have
access to quality information, education, and a range
of supports.
Each SME is a business and each needs a compelling
case to embark on the sustainability journey, when
faced with so many other competing priorities.
This compelling case can be provided through a
mixture of regulation, incentives and independent
professional support.
Government can help by doing the following:
•	Green Procurement: Strengthen and apply
Green Procurement by Public Bodies, including a
requirement for appropriate and meaningful green
credentials for all business. This would greatly
incentivise SMEs doing business with government,
and those planning to do so.
•	Attach ‘Green Strings’ to all government grants
and other funding to SMEs
•	Enhance the access to and amount of state grantaid to businesses, such as:
- Extending Enterprise Ireland’s current
GreenStart funding to all SMEs
- Simplifying access to SEAI grant support
•	Compliance: Over the period of 10 years,
steadily ramp up the environmental compliance
requirements for enterprises, requiring all above
a certain size to have recognised environmental
credentials.

•	Investment: Support the CARE initiative with
investment along the following lines:
-D
 irectly fund a national outreach and one-stop
shop programme to the amount of €1million/
annum over 10 years, to engage 1,000 SMEs per
year over the period
-P
 rovide direct grant support to SMEs to engage
with CARE, under an arrangement similar to
that provided either under Enterprise Ireland
GreenStart or under Longford LEO’s ‘Going
Green’ programme, but modified in line with
CARE experience as set out in this proposal
namely:
•	€5,000 for year 1 (to support initial recruitment and
engagement)
•	€1,000/year thereafter (to support continued
engagement) for 4 years
•	This government funding would be complemented
by an ongoing annual registration/engagement
fee from SMEs of €750/year for the first 5 years.
Thereafter the SMEs would pay an annual fee of
€1,500to stay in the programme, and reap the
associated business benefits.
•	Consider an easy access ‘pump-priming’
investment grant of €5k per SME to support
approved initial resource efficiency investments
- I n addition to the outreach fund, ring-fence a CARE
SME direct support fund for the first 3 years of €1.2
million/annum, to recruit and retain 200 SMEs/year.
• REAP: Require all public sector bodies to develop
and implement Resource Efficiency Action Plans
(REAP). CTC is currently contracted by the EPA
and DCCAE to develop guidance in relation to this
programme and is actively working with the public
sector to assist in their Resource Efficiency Action
Plans.
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Who we are

The Clean Technology Centre at Cork Institute of Technology has been providing
innovative and effective resource efficiency solutions since 1992. CTC is widely accepted
as the leading waste prevention focused organisation in Ireland as well as being the oldest.
We provide cutting edge solutions to our members, whether in business or government.
We have a proven track record in environmental protection and resource efficiency in
materials, energy and water. We have delivered high-quality research outputs, original
training programmes, as well as proven project management solutions for over 28 years to
many different clients.
CTC has managed a number of National Waste Prevention programmes on behalf of
the EPA which include the Green Business Programme (2011 – 2018). This Programme
assisted in excess of 350 companies and identified €14 million cost savings for these
businesses in areas of energy management, waste and water management for these
businesses. That's an average of €40,000 / company/ annually.
Clean Technology Centre Testimonial
EZ Living Furniture has always taken its environmental performance seriously but it has been
the Green Business’s team that has been vital to the success and advances in all areas. The
financial savings, efficiencies and long term benefits achieved with Green Business have been
incredible. They are exceptionally approachable and their keen interest in what they do is what
makes them on another level of expertise. - Liam Dilleen. Director EZ Living Furniture.

Change by Degrees is a sustainability consultancy with over 20 years international
experience in climate and environment strategy, climate adaptation and mitigation,
climate risk assessment, sustainability communications and employee and stakeholder
engagement. We are thought leaders, with a track record of creating dynamic, long lasting
change in both the private and public sectors. We bring environmental sustainability and
climate change know-how to organisations so that they are better prepared to assess
climate risk, build resilience, secure supply chains, attract and retain staff, respond to
changing regulations and communicate their impact legitimately.

Madeleine and Tara delivering a CBD workshop

Change by Degrees Testimonial
At Cork Chamber we have worked closely with Change by Degrees to bring independent and
informed insight to our sustainability programme at Board level, with the team and among
members. Madeleine and Tara bring a wealth of knowledge, passion and energy to this most
critical of subjects for all of business and society. I look forward to continuing to work with
them. - Thomas Mc Hugh. Director of Public Affairs, Cork Chamber

EcoMerit is a Sustainable Energy Community working for a world that is environmentally
sustainable, just and equitable. We do this by supporting enterprises in the optimal use
of their resources, notably energy, carbon, waste and water, through awareness raising,
technical support, certification and access to finance. Currently there are 109 EcoMerit
Certified Sites across 20 counties. EcoMerit Members achievements include delivering a
sustained 9.2% year-on-year reduction in carbon emissions since 2009, accessing over
€1.4m in SEAI grant support.

Presentation of EcoMerit certificate to
Dun Laoghaire Marina, 2 August 2018.
L to R: Dr. Shane Colgan programme manager
EPA, Paal Janson, Manager Dun Laoghaire
Marina, Ossian Smyth then An Cathaoirleach
DLRCoCo, now minister of state.
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EcoMerit Testimonial
In a word it has been brilliant. Having the EcoMerit certification has allowed us to measure all
of our environmental impact and adjust our business practices on a best efforts basis. We
have implemented a number of changes, on small and larger scales, and seeing the actual
impact over a year is quite eye opening and rewarding. Our staff and traders have also begun
to implement better practices on a personal level and in their homes, which is also great to see
as every little bit helps. Many of our customers have also been very supportive. On more than
one occasion when tendering for new business, or quoting for an event, I know that our focus
on minimising waste, compostable packaging and having the EcoMerit cert have been very
positive influences on decisions. - Ronan O'Muiri, Irish Village Markets, July 2020
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Profiles of selected CARE
Team members
Dr Colum Gibson:
Acting Centre Manager, CTC.
Colum Gibson is an environmental chemist who
has worked with CTC for 18 years. He has extensive
experience working with industry, the waste sector,
LAs and communities. Colum has worked with a
wide range of organisations, in terms of size and
sector, through a variety of resource efficiencybased projects both in Ireland and abroad. Colum is
currently involved in several national programmes
including Green Seafood Business, LAPN and is
the project leader of the EPA’s Stop Food Waste
programme. He also co-managed the Green
Healthcare programme for 3 years and has been
heavily involved in programme work on water
conservation and energy efficiency. Colum is also the
project leader of an EPA research project looking at
assessing and quantifying the reuse sector in Ireland
and led the recent research project on reducing
commercial food waste in Ireland
James Hogan:
Programme Manager, CTC.
James Hogan has been an Environmental
Consultant and Project Manager with the Clean
Technology Centre, based at CIT since 1995.
In that time, he has managed a wide range of
resource efficiency projects both Irish based and
Internationally. His areas of technical expertise
include; Environmental Management Systems,
Waste Auditing, Cleaner Production, Energy
Efficiency and CO2 emission trading. James was
programme manager of two National Waste
Prevention Programmes; The Green Business
Programme (2011-2018) and Green Hospitality
since 2008-2015. The Green Business and Green
Hospitality programmes engaged with over 500
businesses and identified resource efficiency cost
savings in excess of €20 million for these businesses.
Bobby Lambert:
Business Development Director, EcoMerit
An engineer with a background in international aid,
including 10 years as CEO of a London based NGO
(RedR) and 12 years running his own consultancy
business, catering to Irish and international clients.
He has a lifelong interest in environmental matters
and enjoys working on organisational effectiveness,
business planning and marketing. He has been
associated with EcoMerit since March 2016. He has
a degree in Engineering from University College
Dublin, a Masters in Public Health Engineering from
Imperial College London and is a chartered member
of Engineers Ireland.

Madeleine Murray:
Director, Change by Degrees
Madeleine Murray spent six years in academia
tutoring, teaching, writing and researching as an
Archaeologist in the School of Archaeology UCD
and the National Museum of Ireland. She also worked
for years as an Archaeological Manager in the private
sector. She is expert in employee sustainability
engagement, narrative crafting and messaging and
is passionate about making complex information
accessible, helping businesses to create and tell their
sustainability stories. Madeleine has a Diploma in UX
Design making her the first Irish sustainability adviser
to use sustainability and UX as a problem solving tool
for business. She was winner of the 2020 Emerging
New Business Award at Network Cork. Madeleine is
also a successful entrepreneur and businesswoman
holding several company directorships, one of which
was incubated on the High Potential Start Up Course
in The Rubicon Centre, C.I.T.
Dr Tara Shine:
Director, Change by Degrees
Dr Tara Shine spent 20 years as an international
climate change negotiator and adviser to
governments and world leaders on environmental
policy. She was Special Adviser to the Mary Robinson
Foundation-Climate Justice and The Elders before
setting up Change by Degrees, a sustainability
consultancy based in Kinsale, Co. Cork. Tara is
Chair of the Board of the International Institute of
Environment and Development (IIED) and a member
of faculty and lead facilitator for the visibility stream
of Homeward Bound, a global leadership programme
for women in science. She is author of ‘How to Save
Your Planet One Object At A Time’ published in
April 2020 by Simon and Schuster. Tara is a science
communicator and TV presenter and will present the
2020 Royal Institution Christmas Lecture.
Phil Walker:
Managing Director, EcoMerit
An engineer who started his career in the UK
shipbuilding industry. Later in South Korea and China
he developed quality and environmental certification
businesses for an international certification body.
He designed and launched EcoMerit in 2009 and
has progressively developed the business since
that time. To date, he has assisted more than
150 Irish business to improve their sustainability.
Phil holds a first class honours degree in Naval
Architecture, an M.Sc.vin Production Technology, a
Diploma in Welding Technology and a Fellowship in
Manufacturing Management.
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Annexes
Calculation of GHG Performance of EcoMerit Community
The energy-related GHG emissions of each community member is compiled each
year. This includes Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions, with Scope 3 emissions being
optional for the community member in each case.
Each EcoMerit member is required to routinely log their energy use. They must
read their meters and log bulk fuel deliveries and the purchase of transport fuels.
The emissions calculations are in each case based on published emissions data for
fuels (predominantly from SEAI) and the Commission for Energy Regulation figures
for grid electricity pertaining to the previous reporting year (figures for the given
reporting year are not usually available at the time of calculation).
The total emissions of the EcoMerit Community is calculated and compared with
the total emissions of exactly the same members for the previous year. This is to
make allowance for new members arriving and old ones leaving in any given year.
On this basis the percentage improvement for each year is calculated. The table
below shows the results over the ten years calculated to date.
Annual Performance
Comparison

No of sites

Total CO2 tonnes
improvement

% improvement on
previous year

Average CO2 tonnes
saved per site

2018

96

5,693

9.70%

59.3

2017

69

4,048

10.40%

59

2016

68

3,043

6.20%

44.76

2015

65

1,885

4.10%

29

2014

53

3,594

15.20%

67.8

2013

40

5,247

14.30%

131.17

2012

34

651

1.30%

19.14

2011

29

5,133

12.00%

177

2010

18

3,037

14.00%

169

2009

9

333

5.00%

37

TOTALS

481

32,663
9.2%

67.91

AVERAGE

Note: The big variation in annual CO2 savings reflects the fact that in different years, different companies
make differing levels of change. Also, weather is a factor: colder winters mean more space heating and higher
emissions, taking the edge off background savings. Milder winters have the opposite effect.
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Resource Requirements
The table below gives an estimate of the annual numbers of Technical Experts
(Carers) needed to recruit, certify, retain and support the CARE members.
Technical experts (Carers) required, FTE
Year
New
Existing
Carers for
Members Members Recruitment
Recruited Retained & Initial
Engagement
1
200
0
4
2
400
180
8
3
700
540
14
4
900
1,170
18
5
1,200
1,980
24
6
1,300
3,060
26
7
1,400
4,230
28
8
1,500
5,490
30
9
1,700
6,840
34
10
1,900
8,370
38
10,270

Carers for
Retention
& Support
0
2
5
10
17
26
35
46
57
70

Total
Carers
Required,
FTE
4
10
19
28
41
52
63
76
91
108

Annual
no of new
Carers to
recruit

10
11
16
15
17
19
23
26

Assumptions
Based on our experience over 10 years, one full time Carer can carry out 50 site
recruitment engagements or 120 follow-up support and surveillance engagements
per year.
The annual retention rate of members will be 90%, noting that EcoMerit member
retention rate over 10 years has been 93% .
The annual retention rate of Carers is assumed to be 90%.
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